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Abstract 
Zierer, H., Relation algebraic domain constructions, Theoretical Computer Science 87 (1991) 
163-188. 
Aiming at a constructive approach to domain theory, the definition of domains with deflations i
presented. This class of domains is closed with respect to the common domain constructions. 
Another concern of this paper is to provide a formal calculus for a uniform algebraic treatment 
of order theoretic and functional aspects of domain theory. The abstract relation algebra turns 
out to be an appropriate t chnical means for the characterization a d construction ofdomains. 
As partial functions present no problems in relation algebra, domains need not contain an 
additional ±-element and functions between domains are generally not total. Using symmetric 
quotients the relation algebraic approach is extended to cope with higher order functions. 
1. Introduction 
Domains for denotat ional  semantics are usually consistently complete w-algebraic 
cpos (cf. [18, 19, 11]). Sometimes the least element of a cpo is rel inquished (e.g. in 
[7]). In algebraic pos every domain element is the least upper bound of a directed 
set of compact (or finite, or isolated) elements. Intuitively a compact element may 
be thought of as a piece of information which can be computed in finite time. Thus, 
compact elements provide approximations for limit elements used for the interpre- 
tation of infinite data structures and higher order functions (appearing frequently 
in functional languages, cf. [22]). However, the subset of compact elements i usually 
unstructured and given only descriptively. 
In [ 18], Scott based the construction of domains on the construction of information 
systems, essentially the compact elements with some structure (consistent sets Con 
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and entailment relation ~). Unfortunately, the construction of the function inform- 
ation system is quite complicated, as a consistent set contains everal approximations 
of only one domain element. 
A different approach with sprouts was introduced in [16]. A sprout is also a finite 
set of compact elements, but in contrast to a consistent set of an information system 
a sprout comprises approximations (to a certain extent) of all domain elements. 
Thus, for every sprout an approximation function mapping every domain element 
onto the greatest approximating element of the sprout may be defined. These 
approximation functions turn out to be finite deflations, i.e. continuous, idempotent, 
contracting functions with finite range (cf. [7, 16]). 
Whereas the definition of a sprout is still based on compact elements, finite 
deflations may be characterized without referring to compact elements. Therefore, 
in this paper a domain is defined as a cpo (but not necessarily with a least element) 
together with a directed set of finite deflations. In fact, domains defined this way 
are algebraic. Moreover, the class of domains with deflations is closed with respect 
to the common domain constructions. The deflations of the composed omains (e.g. 
product, sum, and function domains) are easily obtained from the deflations of the 
component domains. As every compact element is contained in the range of a 
deflation, the characterization f compact elements of a function domain as finite 
least upper bounds of step functions (cf. [12]) is generalized to domains without 
least elements. 
Another concern of this paper is to provide a formal calculus for a uniform 
algebraic treatment of domain theory and denotational semantics. Abstract relation 
algebra seems to be a good choice, as this completely axiomatic theory allows a 
component-free and, therefore, short and concise formulation of algebraic laws and 
identities valid for relations, in particular for ordering relations and partial functions. 
Relation algebra originated from [21, 13, 6]. In semantics relation algebra has 
been used in [14, 2, 8, 15, 4]. All these papers assume the domains to be "flat" and 
treat only languages without higher order functions. Therefore, they use a "second 
order extension" of relation algebra to define the semantics of recursive programs. 
We extend this approach to semantics also characterizing domains within relation 
algebra. As partial functions present no problems in relation algebra, domains need 
not contain an additional L-element and functions between domains are generally 
not total. This involves the extension of monotonicity, continuity, etc. to partial 
functions. Using symmetric quotients (a relation algebraic onstruct introduced in 
[3]), function domains and higher order functions can be described. 
For this reason, relation algebra proves to be an appropriate technical means for 
the definition of a denotational semantics even for functional languages with higher 
order functions. Admittedly, relation algebraic proofs may become quite long. But 
as relation algebra is based on a fixed and surprisingly small set of axioms, a 
supporting semi-automatic system can quite easily be implemented (cf. [10]). 
The paper is organized as follows. After explanation of the basic concepts of 
relation algebra, some special relations are defined in Section 2. Relation algebra 
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allows several levels of quantifiers to be omitted. Thus, (at least these basic) 
definitions are considerably shorter than component-wise definitions. In Section 3 
relation algebra is applied to domain theory. Compact elements, prouts, deflations, 
and domains are defined and discussed. All definitions and proofs are performed 
within relation algebra. This also holds for Section 4, where the construction of 
composed omains demonstrates closure properties of the class of domains with 
deflations. Finally in Section 5, an example for the application of relation algebra 
to denotational semantics is provided. After defining a relation algebraic semantics 
of tupeling (called construction i [ 1 ]), some properties of this higher order function 
are investigated and a transformation rule is proved. 
2. Relation algebraic notions 
This section deals with the fundamental concepts of an abstract relation algebra. 
We provide the axioms and further ules of a relation algebra nd introduce relations 
fulfilling certain properties (functions, vectors, residuals, orderings, quotients). 
Moreover, we briefly discuss relations in connection with products and powersets. 
2.1. Relation algebraic preliminaries 
The abstract development of the calculus of relations originated from [21]; axioms 
for a relation algebra were given in [6]. However, they considered only "quadratic" 
relations on one set. For a comprehensive explanation of the basic concepts of a 
partial (or heterogeneous) relation algebra we refer to [15] and [17], where historical 
remarks may also be found. The following definition is taken from [4]. 
A relation algebra is an algebraic structure (B, v, ^, , . ,  T) over a nonempty set 
B of elements, called relations. Every relation R belongs to a subset BR of B such 
that the following conditions are fulfilled: 
• (BR, V, ^, -) is a complete atomistic Boolean algebra. As usual, the ordering c 
between relations is called inclusion. With 0 and L we denote the null element 
and the universal element of BR, respectively. 
• For every relation R ~ B, there exist the transposed relation R T and the products 
RTR and RR T. 
• Multiplication (or composition) of relations is associative and the existence of a 
product RS implies that QS is defined for all relations Q a BR. There exist right 
and left identities for every set BR of relations, which, for simplicity, are all 
denoted by I. 
• Finally, the Dedekind rule (cf. [13]) 
( QR ^  S) c ( Q ^ SR T)( R ^ QT S) 
holds whenever one of the three parenthetical expressions i defined. 
An immediate consequence of the Dedekind rule is the so-called Schr~der ule 
QR c S ca QTsc  R, from which the well-known rules of relational calculus can be 
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derived by elementary reasoning (see e.g. [15, 17]): 
OR =0,  
Q(R A S) c QR A QS, 
R TT = R, 
RcS  ¢~ RTcs  T, 
(RAS)T=RT AS T, 
oT=o.  
RcS~QRcQS,  
Q( R v S) = QR v QS, 
RT= /~m, 
(RS)T = STR T, 
(R v S) T= RTv S T , 
L T= L. 
As in every complete Boolean algebra, the infinite distributive laws 
RAV{Sn}=V{RASn} and RvA{Sn}=A{RvS,}  
are valid in relation algebras. Furthermore: 
RA{Sn}cA{RS,)  RV{SnI=V{RSn} 
(A{S~})T= A{S~} (V{S~})T= V{S~} 
Frequently, we will use a special case of the Schr6der ule, viz. RTR--S c S. The three 
equations (QARL)S=QSARL,  (QALRT)S=Q(SARL) ,  and (QRAS)L= 
(Q A SRT)L are easy consequences of the Dedekind rule. 
In the following chapters we will mainly deal with partial functions (functional 
elements in [6]). In terms of relation algebra a relation R is a (partial) function if 
RTR c I. We call R total if one of the equivalent conditions RL= L, I c RR T, R c RI 
is fulfilled. If the transpose RT of R is a partial function (total), R will be said to 
be injective (surjective, respectively). The properties just defined carry over to 
products of relations. For partial functions the familiar distributive laws hold: 
R partial function ~ R(S ^  Q) = RS ^  RQ and RA{Sn} = A {RS~}. 
A total function (or mapping) R may be characterized by the equation R I = R. 
Moreover, if R is mapping RS = RS holds for any relation S. The following lemma 
contains ome properties of partial functions. 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a partial function. 
(i) QR A S = (Q A SRT)R, 
(ii) Qc R, QL D RL ~ Q= R, 
(iii) ScRQ T ¢~ STRcQandSL~RL,  
(iv) RA(R^S)L=RAS,  
(v) (RAQ)LA(RAS)L=(RAQAS)L .  
Proof. (iii) "3" .  From RTR c I we obtain STR ~ QRXR c Q; the inclusion SLc  
RQXLc RL is trivial. We use the Dedekind rule to prove "~" :  
S=SASLcSARLc(R^SL) (LARTS)cRQ T. [] 
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In relation algebras ubsets and predicates may be characterized in several different 
ways. One possibility is the description of  subsets as vectors, more exactly as row 
vectors or column constant relations (left-ideal elements in [6]), i.e. relations x such 
that x = Ix. If a vector x is total, it corresponds to a nonempty subset. Singleton 
sets (sets with one element) are given by a point, i.e. a vector x which is also a total 
function. 
Symmetrically, subsets could also be defined as row constant relations x = xk (as 
in [17]). However, we prefer column constant relations, because in this way the 
resulting subset of  an application of  a relation R to an element (or a subset) x may 
be written simply as xR = LxR. 
Using vectors it is a little awkward to describe the restriction of  a relation R to 
a subset x, viz. R ^ xTL. In this case a relation contained in an identity (a so-called 
diagonal relation) seems more appropriate. From a vector x we obtain the corre- 
sponding diagonal relation as D = I ^  Lx and the restriction of  R as DR. Conversely, 
the vector LD characterizes the same subset as the diagonal relation D. The transi- 
tions are inverse to each other, because the equations L(I ^ Lx) = Lx = x and I ^  LD = 
D hold. A further property in connection with diagonal relations is L(I ^ S) = L(I ^ S). 
2.2. Direct product 
Relation algebra is a calculus of binary relations. To deal with relations with 
more components we need the direct product. 
Definition 2.2. The pair (~r, p) of  relations ~ and p is called direct product if 
T T "n" 7r=l,  p p=l ,  
t "rr'rr A ppT= ], 7"rTp = L. 
The natural projections 7r and p are total and surjective functions. 
The four equations in Definition 2.2 describe well-known properties of  a product. 
For example, with the last equation we demand that for all elements a c A and 
b c B the product A × B contains a pair (a, b). The characterization of  a direct 
product in Definition 2.2 is unique up to isomorphism and employs only first order 
means. In contrast, in [14] quantification over relations is used and mappings 7r, p 
are called projection functions, if 7rTr t ^ ppT = I and if 
(R177"T A RzpV)(7"i"S1 A pS2) = RmS 1 A R2S2 (*) 
for arbitrary relations R1, R2, S1, and $2. Obviously, the equation (*) comprises 
the three equations ~r~Tr = I, pTp = I, and ~.Vp = L in Definition 2.2 (for example, 
choose Rj = I, R2 = L, S~ = L, $2 = I for the last equation). But from Definition 2.2 
the validity of  (*) may also be derived. The proof  of  (*), however, needs some care. 
Equation (*) holds if R1 and R2 are both partial functions (cf. [4]), but in the 
general case two further products are needed for the proof. Therefore, the equation 
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may not be true in certain relation algebras. In the following we assume that the 
relation algebra under consideration allows arbitrary products implying the validity 
of (*). 
A further property frequently used in connection with a product (or, p) is the 
following generalization of Lemma 2.1(iv), where R is a partial function: 
(RpTA S)'n"rrT A Rp T= RpTA S. 
"D"  follows immediately from I= 7rTrT A ppTc rrcrT; the Dedekind rule yields "c" :  
(RpTA S) 7T'/'rT A Rp T 
c (RpTA S A RpT~'~rT)(~'~rT A (RpVA S)TRp T) 
c (RpTA S)(~-IrTA ppm) = RpTA S, R partial function. 
2.3. Ordering relations 
Ording relations are also well suited for relation algebraic treatment. We call a 
relation Q reflexive if I c Q, transitive if QQc Q, and antisymmetric if Q A QTc I. 
A relation fulfilling all three properties is an ordering relation. From now on we 
will use the letters Q and/2  (with indices where necessary) for ordering relations 
in the sense of "~<". Then QT and ~'2 T correspond to the ordering "~>". 
The definitions of the following functionals originate from [13]. Let Q be an 
ordering relation. Then we call 
ubo(S ) := SO, 
Ibo(S ) := SO T, 
greo(S) := S A ubo(S) ,
leo(S) := S A Ibo(S), 
lubo(S ) := leo(ubo(S)) , 
glbo(S ) := greo(Ibo(S)), 
upper boundsofS, 
lower bounds of S, 
greatest elements of S, 
least elements of S, 
least upper bounds of S, 
greatest lower bounds orS. 
Frequently, we will omit the index Q. The relations ore(S) and le(S) (and thus 
lub(S) and glb(S)) are partial functions, because, e.g. 
gre(S)Tgre(S) ~ sTsO A - - r  SQ ScQAQTc l .  
Reflexivity and transitivity of an ordering relation Q imply QT(~ = Q = QQT and 
Qt~T = (~T = (~TQ and, hence, e.g. ore(S) = gre(SQT). 
We are mainly interested in inductive partial orders, in which every nonempty 
directed subset has a least upper bound. In general, we want to avoid vectors as 
far as possible, because they are reminiscent of component-wise argumentation. 
However, the obvious relation algebraic ondition for a vector x = Lx to be directed, 
viz. xTx c Q(I A Lx)Q z, cannot easily be generalized to arbitrary relations due to the 
internal factor I A Lx. For example, if x is not a vector but a relation with two 
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different rows, the diagonal relation I ^ Lx corresponds to the union of these rows 
and the upper bound of two elements may be contained in the "wrong" row. 
Therefore, we choose an alternative (but equivalent, cf. [23]) condition for a vector 
x = Lx to be directed based on a directed product: LxTrTA kxpT= Lx(QTIrT^ QTpT). 
In this inclusion the vector x only appears as left factor and may be generalized to 
an arbitrary relation S. 
Definition 2.3. (i) Let Q be an ordering relation and (~-, p) be a direct product 
(such that 1rQ and pQ exist). A relation S is called (row-wise) directed if and only 
if S is total and S~rVA SpVc s(QTTrT^ QXpX). 
(ii) An ordering relation Q is called an inductive ordering relation if and only if 
lubo(S)L = L for every directed S. 
Note that an inductive ordering need not contain a least element. 
Turning to functions between orders we call a mapping R monotonic with respect 
to two ordering relations Q~ and Q2 if one of the four equivalent conditions 
Qt = RQ2 Rv, Qv~ R ~ RQ~, Q,R ~ RQ2, and RT Q~R c Q2 is fulfilled. If  R is a partial 
function, these conditions are no longer equivalent. The first one implies all others, 
the second and the third imply the last one. At first sight it could seem reasonable 
to choose the first and strongest inclusion. From L= Q1L= RQ2RTL= RL, however, 
totality of R is derived. Aiming at applications in denotational semantics we want 
to exclude the case of a monotonic partial function 'defined for a certain element 
but undefined for a greater element. This leads to the second condition. 
Definition 2.4. A (partial) function R is monotonic with respect o two ordering 
relations QI and Q2 if and only if QTR = RQ~. 
It is easy to prove that monotonic partial functions preserve directedness, i.e. if 
R is monotonic and S is directed then SR is also directed. Note that this would 
not be true if we had chosen for example the condition RTQ~R c Q2 in the preceding 
definition. 
If R is a total function, then R lub(S) = lub(RS) holds. We are, however, mostly 
concerned with partial functions and in this case only R lub(S) = lub(RS) is guaran- 
teed. Therefore, we introduce two new functionals 
LOB(S):= lub(S) ^  SL and GLB(S):= glb(S) ^  SL, 
so that equality is reestablished. 
Lemma 2.5. If R is a (partial) function then R LOB(S) = LUB(RS). 
Proof. We use the Schr6der ule and the Dedekind rule to show R ub(S) c ub(RS) 
and ub(RS) A RSL= RRTub(RS)= R ub(S). The rest of the proof is obvious. [] 
In domain theory, functions between inductive orders are usually continuous, i.e. 
they preserve least upper bounds of directed sets. Within relation algebra this notion 
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is easily extended to partial functions. Moreover, the existence of LUB(SR) if 
LUB(S)R is defined need not be explicitly required (cf. [11, Definition 4.13]). 
Definition 2.6. Let Q~ and Q2 be inductive ordering relations. A partial function R 
is called continuous if and only if LUBQ,(S)R = LUBQ2(SR ) for every directed S. 
Up to now partial functions (like all other relations) have been compared only 
with respect o the inclusion ordering "c" .  Now we also consider the ordering 
relation of the range and define the function ordering <~Q (or briefly <~) for (partial) 
functions X and Y by X <~o Y if X c yQv. In fact, <~ is an ordering. Reflexivity 
and transitivity are easily derived from the respective properties of Q and Lemma 
2.1(iii) implies antisymmetry. A monotonic partial function R is also monotonic 
with respect to <~, because from X~ < Y we obtain XRc yQTRc  YRQ T, i.e. 
XR <~ YR. 
We call a set {Ri} of partial functions directed with respect o ~, if k/{R~} is 
directed according to Definition 2.3(i). If {R~} is directed and Q is an inductive 
ordering relation, the function lubo(V{R~} ) is total and obviously lubo(k/{Ri}) is 
the least upper bound of the set {R~} with respect o ~<. 
2.4. Residuals and quotients 
Residuals are the largest solutions of certain inclusions. The left (right) residual 
of S over R (in symbols S/R  and R\S  in [9]) is the largest relation X such that 
XR c S (the largest relation Y such that RYc  S, respectively). Using the Schr~der 
rule the residuals may be represented asS/R  = SR v and RkS = RTs. The inclusions 
(S/ R)R c S, R (R \S)c  S, R c (RS)/S, and Sc  R\(RS)  are immediate consequen- 
ces of the definitions. Each residual may be defined by the other, as (S /R)  T= RT\S T 
and (R\S)  v= SV/R v. Both left and right residual could replace transposition as 
primitive operation of a relation algebra, because the transpose RT of a relation R 
equals I /R and R\I  (of. [5], where the notation S' .R for the left and S. 'R for the 
right residual of S over R is used). 
Frequently, we will need relations which are left and right residuals simul- 
taneously. An important special case is the symmetric quotient syq(R, S) of two 
relations R and S defined as the largest relation X such that RX c S and XSTc R T, 
i.e. 
syq(R, S) = R\S  ^  RT/s  T= RTS ^  RTs. 
Translating this relation algebraic expression into a component-wise formulation, 
the symmetric quotient could be defined as 
syq(R, S)(x, y) ~z~ Vz: R(z, x)+-~ S(z, y). 
Thus, syq(R, S) associates an element x with an element y if the two "predecessor 
sets" {z: R(z, x)} and {z: S(z, y)} coincide. 
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Obviously, syq(R, S) = syq( R, S) and syq(R, S)V=syq(S, R). The symmetric 
quotient has more nice algebraic properties. Some of them are given in the following 
lemma taken from [3]. 
Lemma 2.7. (i) R syq(R, S) = S ^  L syq(R, S) c S, 
(ii) syq(R, S)S T= RTA syq(R, S)Lc  R T, 
(iii) syq(Q, R) syq(R, S) = syq(Q, S) A syq(Q, R)L= syq(Q, S), 
(iv) syq(Q, R) syq(g, S) = syq(Q, S) A L syq(R, S) c syq(Q, S), 
(v) F mapping ~ F syq(R, S) = syq(RF T, S). 
In particular, we will use residuals and symmetric quotients in connection with 
ordering relations. Applying the SchrTder ule it is easy to prove that R\R is reflexive 
and transitive (for arbitrary relations R). Therefore, R\R is an ordering relation if 
and only if syq(R, R) = RkR ^  (RkR)Tc I. If Q is an ordering relation, Q= Q\Q 
and thus syq(Q, Q) = I. Moreover, least upper and greatest lower bounds may be 
expressed by symmetric quotients: 
lubo(R )= syq(ubo(U)T, QT)= syq(QX/R, QT)= syq(OXuV, (~V), 
glbo(R ) = syq(lbQ(R) T, Q) = syq(Q/R, Q) = syq((~R T, (~). 
Now we want to investigate relations between a set and its powers•t, in particular 
the "is-element-of" relation •, to obtain a characterization f a direct power similar 
to the definition of a direct product in Definition 2.2. Two elements of the powerset 
are in relation syq (6, • ) if they consist of the same elements. Of course, such subsets 
should be considered equal leading to the inclusion syq(•,  • )c  I. On the other 
hand, we demand that for every subset here exists an element in the powerset. As 
in Definition 2.3(i) we avoid vectors and demand totality of syq(X, •) for all 
relations X. 
Definition 2.8. A relation • is called direct power if and only if 
syq(•,  • )c I  and 
syq(X, E)L = L for arbitrary relations X. 
The powerset is ordered by/2  = ev~. This ordering relation exactly corresponds 
to the inclusion ordering between vectors (cf. [3]). Least upper bounds with respect 
to S2 may be represented as symmetric quotients, e.g. lub~(S)= syq(eS T, e). From 
the equation l u b~ (S)k-- syq(e S v, e )k = k we conclude that in a powerset, arbitrary 
least upper bounds exist (i.e. the powerset is a complete lattice). In subsequent 
chapters we will extend this approach characterizing certain subsets of the powerset, 
in particular directed sets and function domains. 
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3. Relation algebraic characterization of domains 
Now we investigate the correlations between compact elements, sprouts, and 
deflations with relation algebraic means. The third section closes with the relation 
algebraic haracterization f domains with deflations. 
3.1. Directed sets and compact elements 
Domains are usually required to be algebraic, i.e. every element of the domain is 
the least upper bound of compact elements. An element is called compact provided 
that, whenever it is smaller than the least upper bound of a directed set, it is already 
smaller than an element of this directed set. To formulate this quantification over 
directed sets within relation algebra, we need a characterization of all subsets 
directed with respect o a given ordering Q similar to Definition 2.8. 
Definition 3.1. A relation ~ characterizes all subsets directed with respect o an 
ordering relation Q if 
syq(6, t~) c I and 
syq(X, 3)L= L if and only if X v is directed with respect to Q. 
As syq(8, 8) = I is total, t~ v is directed. This relation may for example be used in 
the definition of continuity. As for every directed S the equation S = sgq(S v, 6)6 v 
holds, Definition 2.6 is equivalent to the single equation LUB(tST)R = LUB(6TR). 
Now we are prepared to define compact elements within relation algebra. We use 
the relation ~x for directed sets and call a point e = Le compact, if keQ LUB(~T)Tc 
teQ& This inclusion is equivalent to 
Le c L(LUB(6T)Q T ^  6TQ T) 
leading to the following definition. 
Definition 3.2. The vector c = kc of compact elements is defined as 
c := L(LUB(ST)QT A 6TQ T) = L(Q6 LUB(6T)QT A I) 
= L (Qa/Q LUB(6T)T^ I) 
Simple relation algebraic calculations show the equivalence of the three 
expressions in Definition 3.2. According to the last variant, an elements is compact 
if it is in relation < := Q3/Q I_UB(6V) v with itself. < is exactly the relation "is way 
below" (see e.g. [20, Definition 6.55]). The left residual expresses the universal 
quantification over directed sets in the definition of "way below". 
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Every element of an ordered set is in relation lc  ^  QT to all smaller compact 
elements. Now algebraic inductive orders may by characterized by demanding 
LUB(Le A QT) = I, i.e. every element is the least upper bound of smaller compact 
elements. However, the expression kOB(kc ^  QT) is quite complicated. Moreover, 
the compact elements are given only descriptively and it is not clear how to construct 
the compact elements of a composed omain. 
3.2. Sprouts and deflations 
In [16], a constructive approach to domain theory with sprouts was introduced. 
A sprout is a finite subset (of an inductive ordering) consisting only of compact 
elements uch that every element can be uniquely approximated by an element of 
the sprout. Sprouts of composed omains are easily constructed from the sprouts 
of the component domains. In relation algebra a sprout may be described by a 
vector s = Ls with finitely many "L-columns" contained in the vector of compact 
elements Ls c lc. As an element is in relation ks ^  QT to all smaller elements of the 
sprout s, the last condition for a sprout may be expressed by requiring totality of 
gre(Ls ^  QT). 
The total function gre(Ls^ QT) mapping every element onto the greatest 
approximating element of the sprout s = Ls has several interesting properties. 
It is idempotent, because Q = ub(Q T) c ub(Ls ^  QT) implies 
Ls A I = Ls A QTA Q~ gre(Ls A QT) 
and, therefore, 
gre(Ls ^  QT) = gre(Ls  ^  QT)(Ls ^ I) ~ gre(Ls ^  QT)gre(Ls ^  QT). 
Equality holds due to Lemma 2.1(ii). Mononicity follows from 
gre(Ls A QT)TQ gre(Ls ^  QT) c (sTL ^  Q)Q(Ls ^  QT)(~ 
= QQT(O ^  sTL) ^  sTL~ (Qv sTL) ^  sTL= Q 
by Lemma 2.1(iii). Finally, gre(Ls A QT) c QT (or equivalently gre(ks A QT) ~< I) is 
trivial. The properties just mentioned are typical for deflations (cf. [7]). 
Definition 3.3. Let Q be an inductive ordering. A total and continuous function D 
is called finite deflation (or simply deflation), if LD is finite and DD= D<~ I. 
Note that finiteness of the range LD could also be described within relation 
algebra (cf. [9]). We renounce this possibility, as relation algebraic expressions for 
finiteness may become quite long and complicated. 
In the relation algebraic framework it seems to be more convenient to base the 
definition of domains on deflations than on sprouts, since functions are easier to 
cope with than vectors. Therefore, we take a closer look at sprouts and deflations. 
Starting from a sprout s we obtain the finite deflation ore(ks ^  QT). Conversely, if
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a deflation D is given, then LD is a sprout. This close relationship is proved formally 
in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. (i) Let s = Ls be a sprout. Then 9re(Ls ^  QT) is a finite deflation and 
L gre(Ls A QT) = Ls. 
(ii) Let D be a finite deflation. Then LD is a sprout and gre(LD ^  QT)= D. 
Proof. (i) We already saw that gre(Ls A QT) is a deflation. Finiteness i  clear because 
of L gre(Ls ^  Q-r)c Is. To prove the reverse inclusion we change to a diagonal 
relation and obtain 
Ls = L(Ls ^  I) c L gre(Ls ^  QT) 
as in the proof of idempotency. 
(ii) To prove the equation gre(LDAQT)=D,  it suffices to show D c 
gre(LD^ QT)= IDA QTA (LDA QT)T\Q (due to Lemma 2.1(ii), since D is total 
and gre(LD A QT) is a partial function). The inclusion Dc  LD is trivial and Dc  QT 
is the deflation property. Eventually, D ~ (LD A QT)T\Q follows from 
LDA QTc (kA QTDT)(DA LQ T) Dedekind rule 
= QTDTD = QTDTDD D idempotent 
c QTD ~ DQ v = DO T D monotonic function. 
Let ~ characterize directed sets (see Denfinition 3.1). As D is a f inite deflation, 
6TD ~ ID  is also finite. From monotonicity of D and directedness of 6 T we obtain 
that the product 6TD is also directed. The least upper bound of a finite (nonempty) 
directed set, however, is contained in the set, i.e. LUB(6TD)c lTD. Having used 
finiteness of LD we return to a purely relation algebraic argumentation./D contains 
only compact elements. In the proof we make use of all properties of a deflation: 
DQLUB(6T)Tc  DDTDQ LUB(6T) x D total 
= DDTDTDQ LUB(6T) T D idempotent 
c DDTQ LUB(~T) v D partial function 
c DQD T LUB(~T) v D monotonic 
= DQ LUB(3TD) T D continuous 
c DQDT6 8TD finite 
c DQ6 DTc Q. 
This immediately implies LD c kc. It remains to show that LD contains a greatest 
approximating element for every element of the domain. But g re ( lD  ^  QT) is total 
due to gre(kD ^  QT) = D. [] 
As a deflation D is idempotent, he sprout elements LD are fixpoints of D. This 
leads to several characterizations of the sprout I_D as a diagonal relation. As a 
simple consequence of the fixpoint property sprouts are closed with respect o least 
upper bounds of directed subsets. The following lemma contains some properties 
of deflations. 
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Lemma 3.5. Let D be a finite deflation. 
(i) I ^  LD = I A D = DTD = le(DT), 
(ii) g c LD ~ R = RDfor  an arbitrary relation R, 
(iii) R directed and R c LD implies LUB(R) c LD, 
(iv) Dl <- D2 ~ DID2 = Di = D2D1. 
Proof. (i) D is an idempotent partial function. Thus, the Dedekind rule yields 
I ^  LD c (L A IDT)(D ALI) = DTD = DTDD c l A D ~ I A LD. 
Using idempotency and the deflation property of D we obtain 
DTD = DTDTD A DTDD= DTA QT= DTA Ib(Q)= DT^ Ib(D T) =le(DV). 
As le(D T) is a partial function and Ie(DT)Lc DTL = DTDL, equality holds (Lemma 
2.1(ii)). 
(ii) We use the Dedekind rule to show 
R = R A LD~ (LA RDT) (DA LR)c  RDTDc R. 
Now the equation R = RDTD together with idempotency yields "~" :  R = RDTD = 
RDTDD = RD. The implication "~"  is trivial: R = RDc LD. 
(iii) Due to (ii) and continuity of D we obtain LUB(R)=IUB(RD)= 
LUB(R)Dc LD. 
(iv) The deflation property implies D~ D 2 ~ D~ and (together with monotonicity) 
D2D t ~ Dl; idempotency yields D~ = D~D~ <~ Dj D 2 and (together with monotonicity 
again) D1 = D~D1 <~ D2DI. [] 
The ordering ~< of deflations corresponds exactly to the inclusion ordering of 
sprouts. Let two deflations D~ ~< D2 be given. Then Lemma 3.5(iv) implies LD~ = 
LD~D2c LD2. Conversely, from LD~ c LD2 we derive D~ ~< D2 using the Dedekind 
rule: 
D~ = D, A LD, c D, ^ LD2c (L^ D,DT)(D2 A LD,) 
DID2 C QT D2c  D2Q T. 
3.3. Domains 
To obtain algebraic domains, we require a domain element o equal the least 
upper bound of approximations obtained by applying certain deflations. This set 
of deflations hould be directed (with respect o ~< ) so that the least upper bound 
exists. 
Definition 3.6. Let Q be an inductive ordering and {Di} a directed set (with respect 
to <~) of finite deflations. The pair (Q, {DiD is called a domain if the approximation 
equation LUB(V{Di})= I holds. 
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A domain is quite similar to a "profinite domain" which may be characterized 
as an inductive order such that a directed set of finite deflations M with [_JM = id 
exists (cf. [7, Theorem 3.21]). In contrast o Gunter's profinite domains, however, 
we not only employ relation algebra s formal framework but also add the deflations 
to the definition of a domain allowing to construct the deflations of composed 
domains. 
As {D~} is directed with respect o <~, the relation V{D~} is directed according to 
Definition 2.3(i). Compact elements are not explicitly mentioned in Definition 3.6. 
But the range of finite deflations consists only of compact elements (see Theorem 
3.4(ii)). Therefore, the approximation equation implies that our domains are 
algebraic. Moreover, the following lemma holds. 
Lemma 3.7. Every compact element of  a domain is contained in the range of  some 
deflation of  the directed set o f  deflations, i.e. Lc c V{LDi}. 
Proof. D := V{Di} is directed and, therefore, syq(D T, 6)6 x = D (Definition 3.1 and 
Lemma 2.7(ii)). This equation together with the approximation equation yields: 
Qa/Q LUB(6T) T= (Qa/Q LUB(aT)T)LUB(D)T 
c (Q6/Q LUB(6T)T)Q LUB(6T) T syq(6, D T) 
c Q6 syq(3, D T) = QD T. 
From this inclusion we obtain the proposition: 
Lc = L (Q6/Q LUB(ST)T ^  I) 
cL(QDT^I )cL (QAD)(DTAQT)  Dedekind rule 
c LD(Q ^ QT) c LD deflation property, antisymmetry. [] 
Functions between domains are usually continuous. As deflations are an integral 
component of a domain, a mapping R between domains hould preserve approxima- 
tions, i.e. for every deflation D there should exist a deflation E such that DR = DRE. 
In fact, Lemma 3.5(ii) implies that this condition is equivalent to sprout-faithfulness 
LDR c LE (cf. [16]). 
4. Construction of domains 
The class of domains with deflations is closed with respect to the common domain 
constructions. In the fourth section we provide definitions of product, sum, and 
function domains. Order theoretic properties as well as properties of deflations are 
proved with relation algebraic means. 
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4.1. Product domain 
First, we consider the product of two domains. The product ordering of two 
ordering relations Q1 and Q2 is defined as /2 := 7rQlTrT^pQ2p T, where (Tr, p) is a 
direct product. Of course the natural projections 7r and p are monotonic, i.e. 
S2VTr = ~.QV and g2tp = pQ~. As expected upper bounds of the direct product may 
be defined component-wise: 
ubn(R)  = R.0 = R ('n'(~l frT V p(~2p T) = ubo,(Rfr) 'n'T A ubo:(Rp)p T. 
Using this result the corresponding equation for least upper bounds 
LUB~(R)  = LUBo,(R~')~'T ^ LUBo2(Rp)p T 
can be proved. Due to monotonicity of 7r and p the relations RTr and Rp are directed 
provided R is directed. Therefore, LUBn(R)L= LUBo,(RTr)L A LUBo2(Rp)L implies 
that 12 is an inductive ordering, if Q~ and Q2 are inductive orderings. The deflations 
of a product are also defined component-wise l ading to the following characteriz- 
ation of a product domain. 
Theorem 4.1. Let ( Q~, {Di}) and (Q2, {Ei}) be two domains and let ( Tr, p) be a direct 
product (such that 7rQ1 and pQ2 exist). 
(i) The product domain 
('n'QlcrT A pQ2p T, {TrD'n'T A pEp T ] DC {D,} and E c {El}}) 
of the two given domains is also a domain. 
(ii) The natural projections rr and p are continuous and preserve approximations. 
Proof. (i) S2 = 1rQ~rrT^pQ2p T is an inductive ordering. Now let two deflations 
D c {Di} and E c {Ei} be given. Then F := rrDTr T ^  pep T is a deflation of the product 
domain. Obviously, F is a total monotonic function with finite range. Continuity is 
proved as follows: 
LUB~(R)F  = (LUBQ,(Rfr)frT A LUBQ2(Rp)pT)(TrDT"rTA pEp T) 
= LUBQ,(Rfr)DTr~ ^  LUBQ2(Rp)Ep T 
= LUBo,(RTrD)TrT^ LUBQ:(RpE)p T D, E continuous 
= LUBo,(RFTr)~'T A LUBQ:(RFp)p T= LUBn(RF)  
As idempotency and deflation property are easily derived from the respective 
properties of D and E, only the approximation equation remains to be shown: 
sup{TrDTr T ^  pep T} 
= sup{(TrDTrT A pEpT)'IT"}']'rTA sup{(l-rD,h-T A pEpT)p}p T
= ~ sup{D}'n'T^ p sup{E}p z Lemma 2.1(i) 
= 7r t ^ ppt  = I approximation equation 
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(ii) Let R be directed. Then RTr and Rp are also directed and, therefore: 
kUBa(R)Tr = (LUBQ,(R~-)~-T A kUBo2(Rp)pT)Tr 
= LUBo,(R~') A LUBo:(Rp)L = LUBo,(R~') A RL 
= LUBo,(R~r ). 
The projections ~- and p are not only continuous functions but also preserve 
approximations, i.e. 
(TrD'n'T ApEpT)Tr=TrD and ('n'D'rrTApEpV)p=pE. [] 
The relation algebraic definition of the direct sum (or disjoint union, or coproduct) 
of two domains is dual to the direct product. It depends on the characterization f
the natural injections ~ and K by the four equations 
LI, T-~ 1, KK T~ l, 
LTb V KTK = 1, I,K T= 0 .  
These conditions imply that ~ and K are total and injective functions. Furthermore, 
they are continuous and preserve approximations (for proofs see [23]). 
4.2. Function domain 
To characterize function domains we use (as in Definition 3.1) a variation of 
Definition 2.8 and consider continuous partial functions as a subset of the set of 
all relations between two domains, i.e. the power c of an appropriate product (~', p). 
Whereas the inclusion syq(~, c )c l  is retained, the second condition in Definition 
2.8 needs some modification. Let a relation R be given. By VR = LVR := I-(rrV A Rp v) 
we define the vector VR containing the pair (a, b) if and only if a and b are in 
relation R. From V R we obtain the corresponding element eR = LOR := syq(vTL, C) = 
syq((Tr^pRV)L, ~) of the powerset characterized by c. In a domain of partial 
functions uch an element OR should only exist, if it corresponds to a (partial) 
function. Thus, we arrive at the condition: 
syq((Tr A pRX)k, c)k = L if and only if R is a partial function. 
This characterization, however, is not completely satisfactory. Firstly, the pattern 
(Tr ^  pRT)L is quite complicated. Secondly and more seriously, a definition with 
vectors is quite close to a component-wise formulation. Thus, the advantages of the 
relation calculus are given away and it becomes difficult to define relations (or 
mappings) between function domains directly without descending to element-wise 
reasoning. 
Hence, we are now looking for an appropriate condition for syq(X, c) to be total. 
In particular, X = v T = (Tr ^  pRX)k should lead to a total relation syq(X, c) if R is 
a partial function. Demanding xxTA 7rrrVc ppT seems reasonable, because in the 
T case X = vR this inclusion may be interpreted as follows: If  vR contains two pairs 
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(al, b~) and (a2, b2) such that al = a2, then b~ = b2 must also hold. In fact, as far as 
vectors are concerned, the condition V~VR A ~'~rTc ppT is equivalent to the previous 
attempt, because the equivalence of this inclusion and RTR c I can be proved with 
relation algebraic means. For a partial function R the Dedekind rule yields 
vTRvR A '/7"77" T= (33" A pRT) L(~TA Up T) A 7"1"¢i To pRT Rp T C ppT. 
Let conversely ~, be a vector such that /2T/d A 77"77" T~ ppT. Then the corresponding 
relation R, := (L~, A 7rT)p is a partial function because of 
RTR. = pT(/dT A 33")(/-" A T)p  C pT( b,T/,, A "rrlTT)p C pTppTp = I. 
Now we abandon the restriction to vectors. Informally, the more general condition 
XXTA ~IrTc ppT states that each "column" of X corresponds to a partial function. 
In the same way conditions for monotonicity and continuity may be obtained. 
Definition 4.2. Let two ordering relations Q~ and Q2 be given. The triple (It, p, ~) 
characterizes ( monotonic and) continuous partial functions, if ( 1r, p) is a direct product 
and the following conditions are fulfilled: 
syq(c,  6 )c  I, 
syq(X, c)L= k 
if and only if XXTA ¢r~TTc ppT 
xT(~'Q,  7r T A ppT) C xT(  ,rrTr T A pQT2pT) 
(LUB(6T)~-T A XT)p = LUB((6T~-T A XT)p). 
The #Function ordering #2 is defined as ~ := c \~,~,  where the ordering relation 
~ := rr~ T A pQ2p T respects only the second component of the product. 
This characterization f a function domains is unique up to isomorphism. Assume 
two relations ~ and c '  such that (~r,p, E) and (~-,p, c') characterize continuous 
partial functions. As syq(c ,c )= l  (and also syq(c ' ,~ ' )= l )  the conditions in 
Definition 4.2 are fulfilled for X = c and X = c'. Hence, q~ := syq(~, c') is a bijective 
mapping such that the equations ~ q~ = c', ~,q~v= c, ~2xtb = @S2 'T, and S2'xq~ v= 
(~ T~.~ T hold. 
Whereas in Definition 2.8 it is clear that ~Q = c \c  is an ordering relation, 
the antisymmetry of a'2 = c\~Qsc is not obvious. In the proof of the following 
lemma we use that fact that in Definition 4.2 partial functions are characterized 
(i.e. EcTA 7T~T C  ppT). 
Lemma 4.3..Q = c\g/~c is an ordering relation. 
Proof. Reflexivity and transitivity follow f rom/2 = S2~c\S2~c. Antisymmetry of the 
ordering relation J2~ implies J2sVC ~,v l  and, therefore, 
T T T 77"77" T V ~ V C cT~(~T c ( "~'7~'T v PP )~Q., ---- "~"/TT V ~(~s C I =~v I. 
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Using the SchrSder ule this inclusion is equivalent to ET(s2~ ^/ )  c ET~"~ T implying 
~QTcET(J"~sAT)E and EoTc(.O.~AT)E. 
This partial result is used to show 
C(~f~s^(ff,~sA])EET)Ec(~'~s^('~-'-sVl))E=E Dedekind rule. 
Now the Schr6der ule yields S2 ^  oTc  syq(6, E) = I. [] 
Upper bounds and least upper bounds with respect o a function ordering may 
be expressed by the ordering relation Q2 of the range of the functions. Without 
going into details we mention two well-known results translated into relation algebra 
(cf. [23]): 
(ubo(S)ETA 7rV)p c::: Hbo2((SETA ,./rT),o) and 
LUBa(S) = eLUBQ2((sET^ TrT)R  A SL. 
Finally, S2 is an inductive ordering, if Q2 is an inductive ordering. 
If a continuous partial function R is given, we obtain an element of an appropriate 
function domain as OR = syq((pRT A 7r)L, c). Conversely, an element e = Le of the 
function domain corresponds to the relation Re = (LeETA 7rT)p. The transformation 
R ~ OR can be regarded as abstraction and e-* Re as the inverse operation, because 
the equations Re~ = R and eR~ = e hold. Moreover, both transformations are con- 
tinuous, e.g. LUB(V{ei})= eWB~VRe,), where {ei} is a directed (with respect o <~) 
set of functions. This fact will be used in the proof of the approximation equation 
for a function domain (see Theorem 4.5). 
As in the preceding sections we continue the construction of the function domain 
with the deflations. Let D and E be two deflations and R a monotonic partial 
function. Of course, the relation DRE is an approximation of R, because monoton- 
T T T icity of R implies DRE c Q1 RQ2 c RQ2, i.e. DRE <~ R. Therefore, a deflation of 
the function domain based on D and E can be defined as a total function mapping 
every partial function R onto DRE. In the relation algebraic formulation we avoid 
the element-wise argumentation (" . . .  every partial function R . . . " ) .  We use a 
symmetric quotient instead and obtain the deflation syq((rrD~'r^ pETp T) E, C ). Note 
that the deflation E is in transposed form reflecting the fact that E is multiplied 
with R from the right side. 
Lemma 4.4. Let D and E be two deflations and R a partial function. 
(i) F := syq((TrDTrTn pETpT)E, E) is a deflation. 
(ii) eFR = eonE. 
Proof. (i) Of course, F is a partial function due to Lemma 2.7(iii): 
FTFc  syq(c, E) c I. Abbreviating 7rDTrT^ pETp T by X the equations 7rTX = DTr T 
and Xp = pE follow from Lemma 2.1(i) and totality of D and E. To prove totality 
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of F the conditions for partial functions, monotonicity and continuity with respect 
to Xe have to be verified. 
xccTXTA '77"3"/" TC  X(EcTA XT3T' ITTX)xT Dedekind rule 
= X(~cT^ I rDTDTrT)XTc X(ccT^ 1rTrT)x T 
c XppTXT= pETEpTc  ppT. 
The proofs of the conditions for monotonicity and continuity are quite similar. They 
use the respective conditions for ~ and monotonicity and continuity of the deflations 
D and E. Thus, F is a total function and totality may be used in the proof of 
idempotency: 
FF  = F syq(Xc ,  c) = syq(XE F T, c) Lemma 2.7(v) 
= syq(XXc ,  c) = syq((~-DD~'T ^ pETETpT)c ,  C) Lemma 2.7(ii) 
= syq(Xc ,  c )= F D, E idempotent. 
To prove monotonicity of F monotonicity of E is used. From 
T T T T T T /2 ~ X 7rDVlr T ^  = pQ:E  9 c~rDT~T^pEQ2 p E monotonic 
= ( TrDTTrT^ pEpT)( rrlrT^ PQ2PT v) = X T.Q~T 
we obtain 
F~TFT = F~TFT = cTxT,QTxc c cT~xTx6 c cT~Tc = ~QT, 
i.e. g2TF c Fg2 T. Analogously, continuity of F could be shown. Finally, we prove 
the deflation property using the inclusion 6T(crQ~TrT^ ppT)C cT( T ,~T T~ 7rcr A p~2p J. 
x~ ~ (~QT~T^ pQ2pT)c deflation property of D, E 
= (,n.TrT ^  pQ2pT)( ,n.QrT  ^ ppT) 
C (~r~ -T A pQ2pr ) (~r  T A pQ2pT)c monotonic functions 
c ( 7"g~ T A pQ2p T) 6 = [~ c Q2 transitive 
leads to F6 T= syq(Xc ,  c)c  T= (xc )Tc  (~Q~C) T and Fc  (C\,Q~c)T= 32 T. 
(ii) eR = syq((pRT^ ~r)L, 6) is a total function, therefore, 
eRF = syq((~rD~rT ^ T T T pEp )ceR,c )  
= syq((TrDTr v ^ pETpT)(pR T A 7r)L, c) 
= syq((~-D ^ pETRT)L, c) 
=syq( (~^pETRTDT)L ,E )=eDRE.  [] 
Lemma 2.7(v) 
Lemma 2.7(i) 
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From Lemma 4.4 we obtain the function domains. 
Theorem 4.5. Let (Q1, {Di}) and (Q2, {Ei}) be two domains and let the triple (it, p, c) 
characterize continuous partial functions. Then the function domain (more exactly the 
domain of continuous partial functions) 
(~Q, {syq(('rrD'n'T A pETpT)E, c)]D ~ {D,} and E c {E,}}) 
is also a domain. 
Proof. Now it is not completely obvious that the set of deflations is directed. We 
prove that enlarging the deflation of domain or range also makes the deflation of 
the function domain larger. Let D' and E'  be two deflations uch that D~ D'  and 
E ~< E'. Using the condition for monotonicity with respect o c v we obtain 
cT('rrDTTr TA pep T) 
CZ e T(~Q1 D'T~ T A pE' Q~pX) assumption 
= ET(~rQ1 7/" T A ppT)(  ~D,T  T A pE'QTpT) 
C cT(TTTTT A z-~T Txz r~pT T pl, 2p )~'rrLJ "11" A pE'OT2p T) 
c cT(~-D'TrrTA ,~,.-,T~,T T, E '  monotonic p/7, ~22t,~2p ) 
C ET(TTD'T'/T  A pE'pT)[2 T Q2 transit ive 
implying syq((~D~ "TA pETpT) c, E) <~ syq((crD'Tr T A pE'TpT)c, E ). 
Finally, the approximation equation holds. Here, we only treat a special case and 
sketch the proof for one element eR of the function domain, where R is a continuous 
partial function. The proof of the general case (without referring to an element eR) 
is rather long and may be found in [23]. Using continuity of the transition R ~ ee, 
continuity of deflations, and continuity of R we obtain 
eR LU B(V{syq( (  "rrD~ T A pETp T) E, C )}) 
= LUB(V{en syq( (~ 'D ' t rT  A pETpT)c, E)}) Lemma 2.5 
= LUB(V{eDRE})  = eLUB(VDRE) = eLUB(VD)RLUB(VE)  ---- eR Lemma 4.4(ii) [] 
The definition of the directed set of deflations leads to a characterization of the 
compact elements of a function domain. Let R be a (partial) function. The corre- 
sponding elements en of the function domain is compact if en ~ LF for some 
deflation F=syq((1rDTrT^ pETpX)C, C). According to Lemmas 3.5(ii) and 4.4(ii) 
this condition is equivalent to ee = eeF  = eoeE. Thus, R leads to a compact element 
of a function domain, if R = DRE for some deflations D and £. This generalizes 
the characterization f compact elements of function domains as finite least upper 
bounds of step functions (cf. [12]), which can only be used for domains with least 
elements. 
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As function domains are domains of partial functions, a lifted domain (i.e. a 
domain with an additional least element) may be considered as a particular function 
domain, viz. if we choose a domain with only one element for (Q ,  {Di}) in Theorem 
4.5. Within relation algebra this domain can be characterized by Q1 = I~ = L~, i.e. the 
identity and universal relation of this domain coincide. I1 is the only (trivial) deflation 
of this domain. In this special case the definition of the function domain can be 
simplified considerably. From I~ = L~ we obtain 7r = 7rll = 7rL1 = L and ppx  = L ^  ppT  = 
7rifT^ ppV= I. Therefore, the condition xxT^ 7rrrTc ppT becomes xxTc  I and the 
other conditions are trivially fulfilled. 
Definition 4.6. The relation "O characterizes lifting, if the following conditions are 
fulfilled: 
syq(~?,n)c I  and syq(X ,n)k=L i fandon ly i fXXVc I .  
The relation 77 is a total and injective function. The ordering of a lifted domain 
is defined as ~2 := T/\Q~. It is distinguished from the given ordering Q by a new 
least element, viz. the point syq(O, 7/) = IT/, and can be written as S2 = ~ITQ~I v r/Tk. 
In a lifted domain, deflations are defined as in a function domain. Therefore, the 
following theorem is a special case of Theorem 4.5. 
Theorem 4.7. Let (Q, {Di}) be a domain and let 71 characterize a lifting. Then the 
lifted domain (or naturally extended omain) 
(a ,  {syq(DTT/, n)lo c {Di}}) 
of the given domain is also a domain. 
Now a partial function R can be "lifted" to the total function syq(R x, ~7). In this 
way non-strict constructs can be defined. For example, if two partial functions R 
and S are given, the relation 
P := syq(R T, '/~1) 3TT A syq(S T, 172)p x 
is a total function leading into a product domain. It corresponds to a non-strict 
product of R and S, because P~'r/T = R even i f  S is not total. 
5. Applications 
Having characterized omains (in particular function domains) within relation 
algebra, we apply this calculus to the definition of the semantics of a programming 
language. In [23] a relation algebraic semantics of a functional language comprising 
several higher order functions (or functional forms) is presented. Here, we restrict 
ourselves to the characterization f only one higher order function. We discuss some 
properties of this function and prove a transformation rule. 
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5.1. Semantics of tupeling 
As a small but typical example for a higher order function we choose the tupeling 
[f~,f2] of two functions f~ and f2 (called construction in [1]). Tupeling is a generic 
functional form mapping functions of type A-~ B and A ~ C to a function of generic 
type A~(BxC)  (where A, B, and C may be understood as type variables). 
According to the three function domains involved, three triples of relations 
(Tri, Pi, ~ ~) with 1 <~ i <~ 3 are used. For the characterization f the product B x C we 
need two more relations 77" 4 and p4 (see Fig. 1). The two auxiliary relations 
0":= 7r3"TTTAp3" /T4p  T and r :=  "17"37TTAp3D4P T 
turn out to be projections, i.e. total and surjective functions, from A x (B x C) to 
A x B and A x C, respectively. Moreover, the equations 07/- 1 -~- '7T3, 0"01 = P37r4, r~2 = 
77"3, "rp2 = P3P4 hold due to Lemma 2.1(i). 
As our domains do not necessarily contain a least element, the semantics of a 
program is a possibly partial function, whereas usually extended (total) functions 
are used. Within relation algebra, however, partiality of functions does not lead to 
any problems. Denoting the semantic functional by double square brackets we define 
[[[t,, t2]]] := syq(0-e,[[tl]T A re2~t2] T, e3), 
where tl, t2 are functional terms of appropriate types. 
[[ [tl, t2] ] 
A --~B ) ~~2A ---~C 
AxB 
Pl 
~(8 xC) 
E3 
A x(B xC) 
P~ 
BxC 
Fig. 1. Domains for tupeling. 
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5.2. Some properties of  tupeling 
Let us now investigate some properties of this symmetric quotient. Obviously, it 
is a partial function because of Lemma 2.7(iii) and syq(c3, C3) c I. To prove totality 
we have to check the conditions for partial functions, for monotonicity, and for 
continuity with respect to the relation X:= O'Ct~tl~TA TEe~t2]I T. In the proof we 
employ the respective conditions for cl and c2, as syq(ci,  ci) = I are total relations 
(see Definition 4.2). Using the equations 7/" 3 = 0"77" 1 and 7r3 = rrr2 we obtain the 
T T condition XXT^ 7r3rc3 c P3P3 for partial functions as follows: 
T T ~T0" T A 7-~'2"rr~r T XXTA 773'/7" TC  O 'E IETo 'TA  TE2E2T A 0-77" 1
T T 77.271.2)7. = 0 - (C1CTA 7TIYTI)0- AY.(E 2C2 AT T T 
T T T T T Tx, T T 
c o-p1 p 1 0" A 7"p2P2 7. = P3(YTaYr4 A P4P4)P3  = P3P3 . 
Similarly, the conditions for monotonicity and for continuity may be derived. 
The function [[[tl, t2]]] does not only lead into a domain of monotonic (and 
continuous) functions, but is itself monotonic (and continuous) provided both [[tt~ 
and [[/2]] are monotonic (continuous). These assumptions lead to the inclusions 
T T QT[ [ t , I ]~[ [ t , ] ]~T(yr lCrT  A p jQBp, )  and 
QT~t2~cT c T T m T [[ t2]]@ 2 ('B'2"B'2 A p2Qcp2), 
where QB and Qc denote the ordering relations of B and C, respectively. They are 
used to show 
QT xT  c QT~ tI~c T10"T A QT~ t2~c TY.T 
C~/ I~ET T f iT  T: V C2(,TT27T2T  A ..-~T Tx S 1(YT17TI Apll, gBpl)o" A~/2~ p21,gc 'p2)7 .  
,,-~ T Tx T T = XT(o_(cr lc rTA p lkgBp l )O  - A~'(7"r27T 2 Ap2~CP2) T~ T~) 
= xT(TT3T/T  A T T *'~T T', Tx P3( "n4Q BYT4 A P4t~cP4 )P3  ) .  
Replacing X T by [[[h, /2]~E~ and using the Schr6der ule, monotonicity is immedi- 
ately obtained. 
These properties of a semantic function are standard but are now proved com- 
pletely formally within the axiomatic calculus of relations. Having based our 
approach on domains with deflations, new results in connection with deflations may 
also be considered. For example, it is natural to ask whether [[[h, t2]] preserves 
approximations. This property seems to be beneficial in practice, as the application 
of an approximation preserving function to a compact element yields a compact 
element again. Hence, further approximations are not necessary. 
We assume that [[h]] and [[t2~ preserve approximations, i.e. for every deflation F 
there exist deflations DAuB and DA.~ C such that 
F~t,D = F~I,~DA~B and F[[t2]] = F~Ie~DA~ c. 
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As DAuB and DA~c are deflations of function domains, they are composed of 
simpler deflations, viz. 
DA~B:=Syq((7-1DITTI ^ T T p lE lp l )C l ,  Cl), 
DA~C := syq((7-2D27-TA T T p2E2p2)~2, ~2)- 
Due to the directedness of the set of deflations of a domain there exists an upper 
bound D of the deflations D1 and D2 such that Dl = DD1 and D2 = DD2 hold (cf. 
Lemma 3.5(iv)). Moreover, idempotency of the deflation E~ implies 
F~tl]]E T F~tdcT(7- ,  T T = D1 7-1 ^  PIEIP T) 
T T T T T T T = F~I~c I (~ ID,  ~I Ap~E,pl)(7-)D 7" 1Ap lE lp , )  
= F~t,~ E T(zr,DTT"T A p,ElpT). 
A similar equation holds for F~t2~c T. Defining E := 7"4Ell'T^ p4E2p T we obtain 
F[[[ t,, t2]]] c ~ = FX T = F~ t,] c T o'T ^  F~ t2] C T T 
= F~t , ]ET(7" ,DTTT^ plElpl)o.T T ^ F~I2]E2(7-2DT T 7"2T ^  p2E2P2) ,  T 
T T T T T = = t2]]]c3(7"3D 7"3 Ap3Ep3). FX (7"3D 7"~^mEm) F~[t,,  T T T 
Therefore, 
T T F~[[tl, t2]]] = F~[tl, t2]~syq((7"3DT"~A p3 E p3)E3, E3), 
i.e. tupeling preserves approximations. 
Proof of  a transformation rule 
Finally, we consider a transformation rule concerning tupeling of functions. Using 
the notation of [1] tupeling may be given by the equivalence 
[ t l ,  t2 ] :X~- - ( t l  :X, t2 :x ) ,  
where " : "  denotes application and the angle brackets denote pairing of objects. 
Having defined a relation algebraic semantics, the semantic functional [[. ] maps 
both expressions [tl, t2]:X and (h:x,  t2:X) onto the same (partial) function. This 
fact can be proved completely within relation algebra. 
To begin with we define the semantics of application by lit : xl] := ([[tic v ^  ~x~7"x)p, 
where the triple (7-, p, c) characterizes continuous functions (see Definition 4.2). 
Naturally, this leads again to a partial function (provided [[t~ and [[x]l are partial 
functions), because 
~t :x l ]T~t:x I ]  = /0T(E E T A 7-TT)p C pTppTp = [. 
Note that with this definition application is strict in its second argument: [[x~ = 0 
implies [[t:x]] = O, even if t denotes a constant function. The semantics of pairing 
is easily expressed with projections: [[(x, y)]] =[[X]]7-T^ ~y~pX. This definition corre- 
sponds to strict pairing (as in [1]), because .g. [[(x, y)]]7- = ~xl] ^  [[yl]l. 
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Now we continue with the semantics of (h: x, t2: x) and obtain 
~(tl:x, t z :X ) ] : (~t l~CTA~X ] ,/r 1 )p IT  77"4T A (~ t2] G ~ A [[X~] "17 2T)p2p4T 
((~t~]cTA~x~Ir~)oTA([[tz~eT A T T T T = ~X]Tr2)'r )(op,Tr 4 A "rp2P4 ) 
(~t,~eT w^~t2~ T • T 
= A [[X]] 31" 3 )03( 77"437"4 ^P4P T) 
= (IV[t,, t2 ]~c~  ^  ~x~)p3 
= ~[t , ,  t~]:x~. 
In this final section several proofs have been presented in detail to give an impression 
of relation algebraic alculations in semantics. Though all these proofs may seem 
quite technical and complicated on first sight, they are based on an axiomatic relation 
algebra nd can, therefore, be performed with the assistance of a formula manipula-  
tion system (cf. [10]). Thus, the conciseness and "intr insic charm and beauty" [21] 
of the calculus of relations may also be enjoyed in domain theory and semantics. 
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